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I N T R O D U CT I O N

Factory-Assembled,
Performance-Assured

Assembly of DS systems in
DynaEnergetics’ manufacturing
facility in Blum, Texas
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Fully integrated perforating systems from DynaEnergetics™
measurably improve the safety, performance and economics
of unconventional well completions. We customize, build
and test our DS systems in our factories, then ship them directly
to your wellsite, just in time. It’s performance you can count on.

I N T R O D U CT I O N
Traditional perforating gun and components

Dinosaur vs DynaEnergetics.

DS perforating systems make buying
and assembling components a thing of the past.
We are the only perforating company that designs,
tests and manufactures all products in house,
and our continuous investments in innovation keep
our customers at the leading edge of a rapidly
evolving industry. Put our DS systems to work,
and never look back.

DS system from DynaEnergetics
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The evolution
of perforating.

DY N A E N E R G E T I C S FA M I LY

Truly groundbreaking.

Excellence runs
in the family.

DynaEnergetics’ broad family of performance
shaped charges are enabling continuous
advancements in hydraulic-fracturing efficiency
and performance.

Initiating Technology
IS2™ Intrinsically Safe™ initiating systems are the
technological core of all DS perforating systems,
and deliver unparalleled safety and reliability.

Perforating Systems
The expanding family of DS perforating systems
has unleashed new possibilities in unconventional
well designs and ultra-efficient plug-and-perf
completions.
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Shaped Charges

Performance matters.

•

Take charge.

Delivers extreme reservoir contact and ultra-uniform
entry holes

•

Industry-leading cluster efficiency

HaloFrac™

•

Provides a web of tunnel-tip fractures leading
to reduced perforation friction

•

Delivers uniform proppant placement

DPEX™

•

An energetic liner generates an extreme pressure
spike inside the perforating tunnel

•

Initiates flow back into the wellbore, breaking
up the crushed zone and flushing it through
the perforating tunnel

•

Perforation tip fracture and wider perforation tunnel
leads to easier and controlled formation breakdown

FracTune™

•

Engineered jet delivers uniform entry-hole
diameters, independent of position in casing

•

Provides low variation of flow and pressure across
the perforations

•

Enables uniform proppant placement

EchoFrac™

•
•

Designed for multi-casing re-frac applications

•

Delivers uniform entry-hole diameter

Enough perforating punch to penetrate two layers
of casing

Performance Optimized Charges

•
•
•

Deep Penetrating (DP) charges for deeper perforating
Big Hole (BH) charges for large diameter perforations
Good Hole (GH) charges for solid penetration
and increased casing hole diameter
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DynaEnergetics’ formation-tuned shaped charges
are designed specifically for today’s complex
unconventional wells. They deliver uniform entry
holes, regardless of position within the well casing.
Developed and tested in our state-of-the-art API 19B
Section IV Flow Laboratory, DynaEnergetics’ charges
provide certainty in perforating performance, giving
you total control of your completions.

SHAPED CHARGES

LoneStar

I N I T I AT I N G T E C H N O LO GY

Safety inspired by simplicity.

Compact technology
with big results.
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The technology at the heart of every DS system
is the patented IS2 integrated switch detonator,
a breakthrough initiating system that significantly
improves wellsite safety and downhole reliability.
Power and performance in a small package.

Less risk,
more reward.
The industry’s safest initiating system is also its
most reliable. The IS2 is immune to stray voltage,
stray current and RF interference, which enables
simultaneous wellsite operations during perforating.
And with an unsurpassed downhole success rate of
99.96%, misfires and misruns are a thing of the past.

•

Immune to stray voltage, stray current
and RF interference

•
•

No external or internal wiring
Integrates addressable switch, detonator
and solid-state microelectronics

IS2 Igniter

•
•

Fully digital and does not require a separate switch

•

Provides confirmation of initiation

Enables continual real-time communication
with surface

IS2 Firing Panel

•
•
•

Highly intuitive interface

•
•

Operating system available in multiple languages

Allows single shot or select-fire operation
Faster switch testing and instant initiation
when you need it

Can be run as a standalone accessory
or combined with a PC

IS2 Surface Tester

•

Enables testing of the full perforating string,
including all detonators

•

Confirms all wiring and grounding, ensuring
downhole performance
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More than safe, Intrinsically Safe.

I N I T I AT I N G T E C H N O LO GY

IS2 Initiating System

DynaEnergetics gives you unparalleled flexibility
when designing unconventional wells. We’ve developed
the industry’s broadest array of packaging models
and charge configurations, allowing each system
to be customized for any rock type or formation.
DS perforating systems are also the lightest and most
compact on the market, meaning more clusters
per stage and more stages per day.

The simplicity of
assembling and testing
DS systems enabled our
wireline provider to cut
its crew size in half.
– Senior Completions Engineer,
International E&P company
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Endless options for
ultimate performance.

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Innovation meets customization.

and maintenance-free

DS Infinity

TM

The original Factory-Assembled, Performance-Assured
perforating system. DS Infinity features a helical charge
pattern, and is customizable for charge type, size,
quantity and phasing, providing a nearly infinite range
of design options.

Length and weight
optimized

Plug-and-GoTM arming process
accelerates perforating string assembly
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Application: Standard Helical Perforating

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Fully disposable

tortuosity and formation breakdown pressure

DS Trinity

TM

Application: Radial-Plane Perforating

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

In-plane charge configuration reduces perforation friction,

A single-plane, 3-charge; or dual-plane, 6-charge
system that is up to 3.5-times more compact than
conventional perforating guns.

Sub-less, unibody design
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50% fewer O rings and no detonating
cord, resulting in fewer points of failure

DS Gravity

TM

Application: Oriented In-Plane Perforating
Sub-less, unibody design

Self-orientating mechanism unaffected by well debris
and other external factors
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A compact, self-orienting system that enables precision
perforating at zero-degrees (straight up), 180-degrees
(straight down), or both. It arrives fully assembled,
eliminating the need for set-up, calibration, alignment
or downhole manipulation. DS Gravity is less than 7”
long, enabling tighter spacing and more clusters
per stage.

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Gravitational force ensures perforating
channels are always on point

reservoir contact

DS LoneStar

Largest entry-hole diameter with lowest
size variation of only 3%

TM

Application: Oriented And Standard Perforating

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Best-in-industry

An in-plane, single-shot system equipped with
a variety of LoneStar formation-tuned charges
delivering extreme reservoir contact and near 100%
cluster efficiency. Available in both externally oriented
and standard models, it delivers large, ultra-consistent
entry hole diameters that enable greater area open
to flow and deeper penetration. Its sub-less, unibody
design makes it the most compact, single-shot system
for unconventional wells.

22% shorter and 10%
lighter versus like-for-like

33% more explosive energy
than conventional charges
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DS Infinity

between perforations

DS Echo

TM

Application: Re-Frac

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Cement integrity maintained

A new solution for re-frac efficiency and reliability.
DS Echo is the industry’s only factory-assembled
perforating system designed to run inside the
secondary casing of existing wells. The system’s
EchoFrac charges deliver enough explosive punch
to penetrate two casing strings while maintaining the
integrity of the cement sheath between the inner and
outer strings, as well as the cement-to-formation bond.

Slimline design optimized
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for multi-casing performance

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

DS NLine

TM

Application: Oriented, In-Plane Perforating

Pin-point alignment achieved through
locking perforating modules

0° or 180° phased guns for improved fracture
stimulation and/or hardware avoidance
(i.e. fiber optics)
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An oriented system that enables pin-point alignment
of all charges and perforating modules in a full string.
It can be externally oriented to any desired direction,
providing improved fracture stimulation and ensuring
avoidance of wellbore control lines.

P E R FO R AT I N G SY S T E M S

Setting and release tools.
The same innovation and performance built into DS perforating
systems are also available in DynaEnergetics’ Setting
and Release Tools, which are designed to work together
simply and seamlessly.

DS MicroSet

TM

Application: Release tool for all DS systems

Application: Setting tool for all DS systems

Compact Ballistic Release Tool that enables
simple downhole disengagement from a
perforating string. Armed in seconds with the
IS2 TF initiating system.

Compact, lightweight and fully disposable
Setting Tool delivered with the power charge
pre-installed, eliminating the need for
explosive handling at the wellsite.
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DS Liberator

TM

Right:
The IS2 Surface
Tester ensures the
performance of the
full DS perforating
string, including all
detonators, before
deployment down hole.
The result is less
risk and reduced
expense associated
with downhole failures.

D S SY S T E M S I N T H E F I E L D

– Senior Completions Engineer,
International E&P company

Left:
IS2 Firing Panels enable
single-shot or selectfire operations with
faster switch testing and
instant initiation.
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Left:
DS perforating systems
are armed in seconds
with the simplicity of the
IS2 TF detonator.

Once we switched
to DS systems, the
perforating success
rate on our wells
improved to 99.99%.

VA LU E P R O P O S I T I O N

A better business
model has arrived.

•

Elimination of field assembly, resulting in fewer people
at the wellsite

•

No need for explosive storage and assembly facilities

•

Reduced investments in inventory and supply-chain resources,
improving returns on invested capital

•

Accelerated perforating-string assembly, enabling wireline
crews to outrun pressure pumping

•

Misruns and misfires effectively eliminated, reducing
non-productive time

•

Fully disposable DS systems eliminate reclamation
& redress process

•

Extensive ESG benefits, including safer employees and wellsites,
reduced energy usage for transport and distribution center
operation; and lower raw material usage
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DS systems have transformed our customers’
well-completion programs. E&Ps and service
companies get more done with fewer people,
resulting in improved operational performance
and greater profitability. Consider the benefits
DS systems would bring to your business:

I N N O VAT I O N

A legacy of
innovation.
DynaEnergetics is built on a 150-year legacy
of innovation. Our commitment to research
and development is reflected in over 300
patents and patent applications, as well as
a robust product pipeline that ensures
our customers are the first to benefit from the
latest breakthroughs in perforating technology.
Our research and development center
in Germany features an API 19B Section IV
Flow Laboratory, advanced computer modeling
systems, and pressure and temperature
test chambers.
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To ensure the highest level of quality,
reliability and availability, all of our products
are manufactured at our state-of-the-art
facilities in the United States and Germany.

I N N O VAT I O N
Left:
Engineers examine
test results at our API
19B Section IV Flow
Laboratory.

Left:
DS Perforating systems
are armed in seconds
with the simplicity of the
IS2 TF detonator.

Right:
A talented leadership
team oversees the
industry’s most
advanced manufacturing
facilities in the United
States and Germany.

core sample.
Bottom center:
IS2 TF production on
one of six automated
manufacturing lines.
Bottom right:
Production at one of our
four automated shaped
charge manufacturing
lines.
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Bottom left:
Perforating tunnel in the
cross section of a shale

Left:
IS2 Firing Panels enable
single-shot or selectfire operations with
faster switch testing and
instant initiation.

S I M P L I F I E D T R A N S ACT I O N S

Our digital app features a comprehensive suite of
configuration and purchasing tools. Use the platform to
access our full product portfolio, then tailor perforating
systems to meet your specific needs. Contact your
DynaEnergetics salesperson for login information, and
the world’s best perforating systems are just a click away.

Payment Solutions
DynaEnergetics offers service companies a flexible
payment option that simplifies the transaction process
and improves cash flow. This unique program eliminates
your need to establish credit, enables non-cash
settlement of your DynaEnergetics invoice, and bridges
the working capital gap. Ask your DynaEnergetics
salesperson for details.
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Transactions
made simple.

E-Commerce Solutions

U.S. HEADQUARTERS AND SALES OFFICE
DynaEnergetics US Inc.
2050 W. Sam Houston Pkwy S. Suite 1750
Houston, TX 77042
USA
T +1.844.BUY.DYNA
sales@dynaenergetics.com

CANADIAN SALES O FFICE
DynaEnergetics Canada Inc.

Contact
DynaEnergetics.

#21 (Side B)
39207 - RR271
Red Deer County, Alberta T4S 2M4
Canada
T +1.403.309.0996
sales@dynaenergetics.com

EURO P EAN HEADQUARTERS AND SALES O FFICE
DynaEnergetics Europe GmbH
Kaiserstr. 3
53840 Troisdorf
Germany
T +49.2241.1236.700
performance@dynaenergetics.com

www.dynaenergetics.com

Thank you.

